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Emma Ben was a very busy little girl. She had lots of toys, clothes, and
books, and she loved to play with them all. But she didn't always have time
to clean up her room. One day, Emma Ben's mom bought her a room
cleaning robot. Emma Ben was so excited! She couldn't wait to try it out.

Emma Ben read the instructions carefully. She learned that she needed to
program the robot to clean her room. She could tell it where to go, how to
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clean, and when to stop. Emma Ben was very proud of herself when she
finally programmed the robot to clean her room.

Emma Ben pressed the start button and the robot began to clean. It moved
around the room, vacuuming the floor and picking up toys. Emma Ben
watched the robot work and was amazed at how well it cleaned. She had
never seen anything like it before.

The robot cleaned the whole room in just a few minutes. Emma Ben was so
happy! She had never had a clean room before. She thanked the robot and
gave it a big hug.

Emma Ben and the room cleaning robot became best friends. They played
together every day and the robot always kept Emma Ben's room clean.
Emma Ben learned a lot from the robot. She learned about technology and
teamwork. She also learned that it's important to follow instructions,
troubleshoot, and persevere.

Emma Ben and the room cleaning robot had many adventures together.
They cleaned the whole house, helped Emma Ben's mom with the laundry,
and even played hide-and-seek. Emma Ben was so grateful for her room
cleaning robot. It made her life so much easier and she loved spending
time with it.

One day, Emma Ben's robot broke down. Emma Ben was very sad. She
didn't know how to fix it. She tried to follow the instructions in the manual,
but she couldn't figure out what was wrong.

Emma Ben decided to take the robot to the store where her mom bought it.
The店員 looked at the robot and told Emma Ben that it was broken beyond



repair. Emma Ben was very disappointed. She didn't know what she was
going to do without her robot.

The店員 told Emma Ben that she could get a new robot, but it would cost a
lot of money. Emma Ben didn't have that much money. She didn't know
what she was going to do.

Emma Ben decided to go home and think about what she was going to do.
She sat down in her room and stared at the broken robot. She thought
about all the fun times she had with it. She thought about how much it had
helped her.

Emma Ben decided that she couldn't give up on her robot. She was
determined to fix it. She went back to the manual and started reading it
again. She carefully followed the instructions and she finally figured out
what was wrong with it. Emma Ben fixed the robot and it was as good as
new.

Emma Ben was so happy that she had fixed her robot. She knew that it
was going to be a long time before she could get a new one. She was
grateful that she had learned how to fix it herself.

Emma Ben and the room cleaning robot continued to have many
adventures together. They cleaned the whole house, helped Emma Ben's
mom with the laundry, and even played hide-and-seek. Emma Ben was so
grateful for her room cleaning robot. It made her life so much easier and
she loved spending time with it.

The end.
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